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What is the College Board?
◦ 1900: founded to expand access to higher education by simplifying 

the application process

The College Board helps more than seven million students prepare 
for a successful transition to college through programs and services 
in college readiness and college success — including the SAT and the 
Advanced Placement Program. The organization also serves the 
education community through research and advocacy on behalf of 
students, educators and schools.
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What the College Board Does:

◦ provides resources, tools, and services to students, parents, 
colleges, and universities in the area of college planning

◦ promotes high academic standards

◦ supports the work of educators

◦ builds connections between policy, research, and real-world 
experience to drive systemic reform in education
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AP Exams offered by College Board
The Arts
AP Art History
AP Music Theory
AP Studio Art Design (2-D & 3-D)
AP Studio Art Drawing

English
AP English Language and Composition **
AP English Literature and Composition

History and Social Studies
AP Comparative Government and Politics
AP European History
AP Human Geography **
AP Macroeconomics & Microeconomics
AP Psychology**
AP U.S. Government and Politics
AP U.S. History **
AP World History

** SGC Offers or has offered 

Mathematics & Computer Science
AP Calculus AB ** & BC
AP Computer Science A
AP Statistics

Sciences
AP Biology **
AP Chemistry
AP Environmental Sciences
AP Physics 1-2
AP Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism
AP Physics C: Mechanics

World Languages and Cultures
AP Chinese Language and Culture
AP French Language and Culture
AP German Language and Culture
AP Italian Language and Culture
AP Japanese Language and Culture
AP Latin
AP Spanish Language and Culture
AP Spanish Literature and Culture



My child will only be a Freshman. Is this too 
soon for them to take an AP class?

Course at SGC
2019 Pass 

Number/Percentage
2019 Average 
Score out of 5

AP Calculus (Seniors) 14 (74%) 3.47
AP Language Comp. (Juniors) 23 (66%) 2.77

AP US History (Juniors) 19 (54%) 2.66
AP Psychology (Sophomores) 21 (64%) 3.09
AP Human Geo. (Freshmen) 21 (46%) 2.39

Total 98 (58%)

While the answer to this question certainly depends on your child’s work 
ethic, motivation, and commitment, the following chart suggests that 
freshmen can succeed as an AP student at SGC.



AP Exams
This school year we will test 55 students in AP Human 
Geography, 36 students in AP Language and Composition, 
36 students in AP US History, 24 students in AP Calculus, 11 
students in AP Biology, and 65 students in AP Psychology = 
227 students taking AP exams

We want our students to be competitive! 
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SGC Beliefs about the AP Program
We believe our students:

Will have higher ACT scores

Will be better writers

Will be better critical thinkers

Will be able to leave SGCHS with college credit that 
transfers to more colleges and universities 

Will be prepared for the next course they take in college
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AP District Honor Roll
GCSSD was 1 out of 4 school districts in TN named to the AP Honor Roll.  
GCSSD is the ONLY district to receive this recognition two years in a row!       
(2016-2018)

Criteria for AP Honor Roll

Based on the examination of three years of AP data, from 2016 to 2018, for the following 
criteria:

•Increased participation/access to AP

•Improved performance levels when comparing the percentage of students in 2018 scoring a 3 or 
higher than those in 2016
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Student Selection Requirements

 Students were identified based on results from:

50% chance of being On Track on the English I TNReady

On Track or Mastered on 7th grade ELA TNReady

Met PreACT Benchmark for English and Reading

Score at least Mid 8 on iReady Reading Diagnostic
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Incentives for taking AP classes:
From the Universal Grading Policy from the Tennessee State 
Board of Education:

Each local education agency that elects to offer Advanced 
Placement courses shall adopt policies for the approved 
courses that may allow for the addition of 5 points to all 
grades used to calculate semester averages. Only Advanced 
Placement courses that have end-of-course national 
examinations qualify for the addition of 5 points. 
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Weighted GPA 
AP classes receive an additional 1.0 quality point:
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Standard Honors AP/DE/SDC

A 4.0 4.5 5.0

B 3.0 3.5 4.0

C 2.0 2.5 3.0

D 1.0 1.5 2.0



SGC Course Contract

 Collaborative effort between student, parent, and school.

 Exam fee is $94 this year.  Fee is reimbursed by school district if 
student makes 3,4, or 5 on exam.

We cannot allow drops or course changes.   This is a firm 
commitment.
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College Credit Policy
https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/creditandplacement/search-credit-policies
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The Course
 AP Human Geography is a one semester course that will be taught 
during the spring semester.  Students will take the AP Human 
Geography Exam in May.  This course satisfies the graduation 
requirement of World History (typically taken in 9th or 10th grade.)
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Aim

The aim of the AP Human Geography course 
is to provide students with a learning 
experience equivalent to that obtained in 
most college-level introductory human 
geography courses.
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Purpose
The purpose of the AP Human Geography course is to 
introduce students to the systematic study of patterns and 
processes that have shaped human understanding, use, and 
alteration of Earth’s surface. Students learn to employ 
spatial concepts and landscape analysis to examine human 
socioeconomic organization and its environmental 
consequences. They also learn about the methods and tools 
geographers use in their research and applications.
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Course Description
Unit 1: Thinking Geographically 8–10% 

Unit 2: Population and Migration Patterns and Processes 12–17% 

Unit 3: Cultural Patterns and Processes 12–17% 

Unit 4: Political Patterns and Processes 12–17% 

Unit 5: Agriculture and Rural Land-Use Patterns and Processes 12–17% 

Unit 6: Cities and Urban Land-Use Patterns and Processes 12–17% 

Unit 7: Industrial and Economic Development Patterns and Processes 12–17%
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Unit 1: Thinking Geographically 8–10% 
Geography as a field of inquiry

Major geographical concepts underlying the geographical perspective: location, space, place, 
scale, pattern, nature and society, regionalization, globalization, and gender issues

Key geographical skills

Use of geospatial technologies, such as GIS, remote sensing, global positioning systems (GPS), 
and online maps

Sources of geographical information and ideas: the field, census data, online data, aerial 
photography, and satellite imagery

Identification of major world regions
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Unit 2: Population and Migration 
Patterns and Processes 12–17% 
Geographical analysis of population

Population growth and decline over time and space

Migration
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Unit 3: Cultural Patterns and Processes 
12–17% 
Concepts of culture

Cultural differences and regional patterns

Cultural landscapes and cultural identity
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Unit 4: Political Patterns and Processes 
12–17% 
Territorial dimensions of politics

Evolution of the contemporary political pattern

Challenges to inherited political-territorial arrangements
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Unit 5: Agriculture and Rural Land-Use 
Patterns and Processes 12–17% 
Development and diffusion of agriculture

Major agricultural production regions

Rural land use and settlement patterns

Issues in contemporary commercial agriculture
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Unit 6: Cities and Urban Land-Use 
Patterns and Processes 12–17% 
Development and characters of cities

Models of urban hierarchies: reasons for the distribution and size of cities

Models of internal city structure and urban development: strengths and limitations of models

Built environment and social space

Contemporary urban issues
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Unit 7: Industrial and Economic Development 
Patterns and Processes 12–17%
Growth and diffusion of industrialization

Social and economic measures of development

Contemporary patterns and impacts of industrialization and development
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Exam

The AP Human Geography Exam is given in May.

The exam has two parts:

Part I  - 60 Multiple Choice Questions – 60 minutes

Part II  - 3 Free Response Questions – 75 minutes 
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Scoring
The multiple choice section and the free response question are given equal 
weight.

Each multiple choice question is worth .8 points (75 x .8 = 60 total points)

Each free response question is worth 20 points (3 x 20 = 60 total points)

Total of 120 points  

2006 Example 
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What do AP scores mean?

5 - Extremely well qualified to receive college credit

4 - Well qualified to receive college credit

3 - Qualified to receive college credit

2 - Possibly qualified to receive college credit

1 - No recommendation to receive college credit

Most colleges consider scores of 3, 4, or 5 “passing.”
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Student Performance on AP Human 
Geography Exam (2019)

SGC Scores SGC Percentages

5 8.7

4 10.9

3 26.1

2 19.6

1 34.8



Will taking this AP class “tank” my child’s GPA 
early on in his/her high school career?
Again, while the answer to this question certainly depends on your child’s work ethic, 
motivation, and commitment, the average semester grade of students who took this course in 
2019 at SGC was:

92% 
Although this class is rigorous, the rigor is taken into account when grading tests and through the 
application of an additional 5% points granted for AP classes.
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Sample Multiple Choice Question
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Sample Multiple Choice Questions
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Sample Free Response Question
In most countries, the concept of the state as a political unit is subject to the tensions between centrifugal 
and centripetal forces. Governments are often challenged by the devolutionary factors that challenge state 
sovereignty. 

(A) Define the concept of the multinational state. 

(B) Explain how ethnicity can be a factor that leads to the devolution of a state. 

(C) Explain how communication technology plays an important role in the goals of devolutionary groups 
and democracy movements. 

(D) Explain the limitations of communication technology in furthering the goals of devolutionary groups 
and democracy movements. 

(E) Describe ONE centripetal force that governments use to promote the state as a nation. 

(F) Explain how uneven development within a state can act as a centrifugal force. 

(G) For a multinational state facing the realities of devolution, explain why a government would choose to 
create an autonomous region or choose to maintain a unitary state.
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What does APHG look like in Mr. Painter’s class?
Readings varying in length almost every night.

Additional homework assignments. 

Group or individual projects (typically one per unit).

Eight unannounced reading check quizzes each quarter.

Tests: Broken up over two days:
Day one: Map Test and Free Response Questions

Day two: Vocabulary and Multiple Choice Questions
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Typical Calendar
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What we have done so far this year. . .
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Skittles in Space
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Skittles in Space was a group project students completed in 
class and during Focus time. In this project, students followed 
outlined guidelines to arrange Skittles in their display in order 
to illustrate the three main properties of distribution: density, 
pattern, and concentration.



Balloon Diffusion
Balloon diffusion was an activity as part of a lesson on 
diffusion. Three students were called randomly to the 
front of the room and given the task of illustrating various 
types of diffusion (relocation diffusion, hierarchical 
diffusion, contagious diffusion, stimulus diffusion) via 
balloons. Students had to give their classmates 
appropriate balloons in order to illustrate the type of 
diffusion and then explain to their peers how their 
balloon distribution illustrated the process. 
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Diffusion, Man
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Diffusion, Man was a song 
written to Thomas Rhett’s Die 
a Happy Man. This originally 
written song was to explain 
the various types of diffusion 
to students. After the song 
was performed live, students 
analyzed the lyrics. 



Next Steps
Check out apcentral.com.

Meet with Mrs. Amber Tritt, our 9th and 10th grade 
counselor.

Sign and return the AP Course Contract when 
registering for classes.
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SGC Goals
We want our students to be College and Career Ready.

We want our students to walk out of SGC with college credit 
and also ready for their next college class.

We would love to create an “AP Culture.”

We want our students to be competitive both locally and 
nationally.

We want our students to come back and say that our school 
prepared them for their next stage in their life.
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Student Speakers

Sophie Browning and Alex Pruett
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Contact Information

Amber Harris – harrisa1@gcssd.org

Kevin Painter – painterk@gcssd.org

Amber Tritt – atritt@gcssd.org

Phil Rogers – rogersp@gcssd.org

School Phone - 783-0999
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